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Slow start for county home sales
Median price ticks up to
$544,000 as purchases
stay near low of 2008
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Sonoma County’s housing
market is off to another slow
start this year.
Buyers purchased 245 single-family homes in February,
essentially unchanged from
last year, according to The

Press Democrat’s monthly
housing report, compiled by
Pacific Union International senior vice president Rick Laws.
To date this year, buyers have
purchased 504 homes. That is
a 6 percent increase from last
year but still the second-slowest start since 2008, when the
housing market was in the
midst of a historic crash.
And the number of new listings for January and February
is the lowest number in at least
seven years, when Laws first

began presenting such data.
“For sure, listings were as
low as I’ve seen them in a long,
long time,” said Brian Connell,
managing broker for the Santa
Rosa Mission office of Coldwell
Banker.
The median sales price for a
single-family home last month
was $544,000, an increase of
nearly 11 percent from a year
ago.
Home values here peaked
with a median price of $619,000
in August 2015, a record set

during a national housing bubble. Next came a crash where
prices hit bottom at $305,000 in
February 2009.
After a period of uncertainty,
home values took off in earnest
in the middle of 2012. The median price now has remained
higher than a year earlier for
45 consecutive months.
For much of that time, agents
and brokers have lamented
a lack of available homes for
sale. One reason is the decline
of economically distressed

properties on the market.
In February 2012, the county
recorded the sale of 181 properties that had been involved in
foreclosures or short sales, the
latter a sale for less than the
amount owed on the mortgage.
For last month, that number
was six.
February 2016 ended with
fewer than 550 homes available
for sale, slightly more than
a two-month supply of invenTURN TO HOME » PAGE A2

STORM DAMAGE » As county begins to dry out after wet days,
road and emergency crews still dealing with hazards left behind

Upheaval of falling trees

Vladimir Putin

Russia
to pull
troops
in Syria
Putin orders withdrawal
of ‘main part’ of forces,
saying mission achieved
By ANDREW HIGGINS
NEW YORK TIMES
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A fallen tree rests on a home Monday along Orchard Road in Guerneville. Uprooted trees damaged two homes in the area on Sunday night.

DROUGHT
RELIEF

By RANDI ROSSMANN AND BILL SWINDELL
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Higher water
levels at key
reservoirs lift
hopes that
water-use limits
may relax / A5

s loud cracking sounds split the air and
their house began to shake Sunday night, a
Guerneville couple knew what was coming
— a huge tree falling their way.
The fir tree smashed into Doug and Beth Snow’s
Orchard Road home as well as their neighbor’s
house around 9 p.m. — the aftermath of almost
two weeks of rain that loosened soil and led to
myriad problems around the county.
Although Monday was dry, Sonoma County
road crews and firefighters continued to deal with
rock slides and standing water that left several
roads closed to traffic.
On Monday afternoon, Beth Snow recalled that
she and her husband had been concerned about
falling trees in the wake of the stormy weather.

Beth Snow,
left, looks at
a branch that
cut through
the ceiling of
a bedroom
with contractor Tim
Bonnington
on Monday at
her home in
Guerneville.
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MOSCOW — President Vladimir Putin of Russia Monday
ordered the withdrawal of the
“main part” of Russian forces in
Syria, a surprise move that he
said was justified by the “overall
completion” of Moscow’s military mission in the war-ravaged
country.
Putin’s order, reported by the
state news media, came as the
war in Syria was about to enter its sixth year and a United
Nations mediator was trying to
revive peace talks to stop the
conflict, which has displaced
millions and created a humanitarian catastrophe.
Russia has operated a naval
base on the Syrian coast since
the Soviet period, but Putin’s
order seemed to relate to warplanes operating from a new
air base in Latakia that since
September have carried out intensive bombings against rebels fighting to topple President
Bashar Assad of Syria. Putin
said the withdrawal would not
mean the closing of the Latakia
base, and he gave no indication
when the withdrawal would be
concluded.
Since Russian warplanes began their campaign on Sept. 30,
Assad has gained ground
against rebel forces and headed
TURN TO RUSSIA » PAGE A2
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Today’s primaries could be decisive
By JULIE PACE AND KATHLEEN RONAYNE
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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GOP presidential candidate and Ohio Gov. John Kasich
speaks with a supporter Monday during a campaign
stop in North Canton, Ohio.

HANOVERTON, Ohio — The tumultuous presidential primary season barreled
toward a potentially decisive day for
both Republicans and Democrats, with
enough delegates up for grabs today to
turn Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton
from front-runners to likely nominees.
The biggest prizes are Florida and
Ohio, states with a long history of making or breaking White House aspirations.
Missouri, Illinois, and North Carolina
also offer a crucial cache of delegates
that could help Trump and Clinton pull

farther ahead of their rivals.
Ohio Gov. John Kasich and Florida Sen. Marco Rubio hoped the two big
states would give them a boost instead.
Kasich seemed to have a better chance at
that than Rubio.
The contests come at a remarkable
moment in the presidential race for Republicans. Animosity toward Trump has
risen to the point where he can rarely get
through an event without being interrupted by protesters. The front-runner is
also under scrutiny for appearing to encourage his supporters to physically conTURN TO PRIMARIES » PAGE A2
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Golden State beats the New
Orleans Pelicans, 125-107,
and extends home winning
record to 49 / B1
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